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Why are Danish adolescents
drinking so much?

Easy availability

Drinking to get drunk is the social norm
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What did we do?

2019 2020
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2020
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Frequency of drinking occasions
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Interview

”I never felt like drinking alone. That is something you do with friends and at 

parties, and when you do not meet with friends in large groups, then you just 

don’t do it [drinks], I think”

”At least I never considered it, if you just meet with a single friend, to drink. 

So I mostly drink in a social context and that is not very often now”

(Boy 2nd year of high school)
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Interview

”No I do not miss it [alcohol]. Now I’ll have a drink with my parents

once in a while, and that is cosy. But I do not miss ”slave” vodka, or 

what you normally drink. I think now you can have a drink once in a 

while and then it tastes good, intead of you just pooring large quanties

down to have fun. So no I do not miss alcohol. 

(girl 3rd year of high school)
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How often have you been drinking with your friends
online?

Never: 
72% girls/56% boys 

2 times a months or more often: 
6% girls /16% boys



Interview

”I think I got a little self conscious about it, that you were actually

sitting alone in your room. And when you ended the conversation it was

a bit strange.” 

(girl 19 years)
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Who were those drinking more…

• Boarding schools/ Adult education college

• More often social interaction in person

• More often and less often social interaction online
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Reasons for drinking more
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Andet

Jeg føler mig ensom

Jeg mødes oftere med venner online

Min forældre tilbyder mig alkohol

Slippe for bekymringer

Jeg mødes oftere med venner fysisk

Jeg skal ikke op i skole/på arbejde næste dag

Jeg har mere tid

Jeg keder mig

Drenge, n=391* Piger, n=732*

I feel bored

I have more time

I do not have to go to school or work the next day

I meet more often with friends in person

To let go of worries

My parents offer me alcohol

I meet more often with firends online

I feel lonely

Other

Boys Girls



To sum up

Most Danish adolescents reported:

• to drink less

• Not drink to intoxication

• Reduce their drinking due to social isolaton

Parties was not moved online
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120.000 children with parents with alcohol problems

How did it affect the children?
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